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Research Statement
Personalized medicine (i.e., precision medicine) [2] is an approach where health treatment is adjusted to an individual’s genetic,
environmental, and lifestyle factors. The main goal is to avoid ineffective treatments and side effects that delay health improve-
ment [10]. Despite the advantages, genetic based personalizedmedicine is at a basic research stage, and it is not used yet in clinical
practice [13]. Personalization is still done by hand, starting from a one-size-fits-all treatment, and then adjusting for each patient in
a lengthy trial and error process. My research developsmobile health (mHealth) technologies for sensing and intervention. My
main interest is in personalized mHealth: re-imagining interventions as a process that adapts automatically to a patient’s health
and preferences. I develop methods that use artificial intelligence (AI) to optimize interventions for each patient selecting what,
when, and how to intervene informed by sensors and human-feedback, in an interactive process. My goal is to create robust tech-
nology capable of dealing with the high variability of real-world deployments. With this technology, I want to address pressing
societal issues in public and personal health, with minimal or no barriers to access. In the next section, I will describe my research
contributions, starting with early work in stress recognition and interruptibility, which inspired some of my work on personalized
mHealth interventions. After that, I will describe my future research and how it has been informed by preliminary results from an
mHealth intervention study deployed during the pandemic (May - July 2020).

Selected Research Contributions

STRESS DETECTIONWHILE EXERCISING Detecting stressful events is very important to prevent relapse for patients undergo-
ing drug and alcohol rehabilitation. When I worked on this area (2014), stress recognition techniques were limited to function in lab
conditions (e.g., while the subject was sitting). In my research, I advanced the field by introducing stress recognition methods that
work in close to real-life conditions like when the subject is engaged in physical activity (e.g., walking, running, and cycling). Rec-
ognizing stress while exercising is challenging because physiological signals necessary for detection like heart rate, breathing rate,
and galvanic skin response, change drastically with physical activity. To overcome this challenge, we created a stress recognition
detector [7] specialized for the physical activity of the subject. Our solution consisted of using an activity classifier to recognize the
participant’s activity and then use a stress classifier built from stress data for that specific activity. This work was the first detecting
stress in close to real-life scenarios, resulting in over a 20% increase in the detection rate of stressful events compared to using a
single classifier and ignoring the current activity. However, this solution is limited because it requires pre-built activity recognition
models for any activity a person could engage in. To overcome this new challenge [23], I created amachine learning approach that,
instead of using specific activity recognition classifiers, detects whether the physical activity is of high or low exertion. Then it uses
a stress recognition model appropriate for it. This research has gained a lot of attention recently due to advances in deep learning
and the ubiquity of wearable devices like the Fitbit and Apple watch. My former research on physical activity recognition informed
most of this work [9, 8, 6]

INTERRUPTIBILITY DETECTION Interruptibility detection recognizes states when a computer user can be interrupted to receive
information or engage in an activity different from the current one. When I worked on Interruptibility detection, the focus was
on detecting interruptibility while working on a desktop. However, the advent of the smartphone opened up the opportunity to
detect interruptibility anytime the user is near her phone (a significant amount of time [3]). In this work, we developed different
methods for detecting interruptibility, leveraging all these new capabilities. Our first method uses smartphone UI events to detect
interruptibility, andwe found [19] thatdeliveringnotificationsduring interruptible stateshadhalf thecognitiveburdenof a randomly
timednotification. Then,weevaluatedamulti-device version [20], andweaddedactivity recognitionand found that this reducedby
three times the cognitive loadburden compared to theUI event plus phone-only interruptibility detection. Interruptibility detection
research was motivated to enhance productivity and improve user experience; however, as I will describe in the next section, this
technique can be adapted to detect the best context to deliver treatment (i.e., a receptivity state) in an mHealth intervention. This
interruptibility work resulted in an honorable mention andmultiple highly cited articles in top venues like UBICOMP and PERCOM.

PERSONALIZATION OF TIME OF TREATMENT AND CONTENT Personalization of a health intervention helps to avoid adverse
side effects and quickly improve primary outcomes. Despite advances, medical interventions are personalizedmanually by health
professionals. Artificial intelligence (AI) has been used for personalizing the content of interventions with promising results [22].
However, these approaches are under-powered by lacking a way to remind participants of treatment. Amechanism to remind par-
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ticipants of treatment is to detect Receptivity: a state in which a patient is most likely to follow advice[18]. Receptivity is correlated
with treatment adherence [12]; however, it has not been shown [17] to improve primary outcomes as an active intervention compo-
nent. In this project, I explored the simultaneous personalization of timing and content in a sleep intervention through an android
App called SleepU. I used contextual bandits (AI) for content personalization and built a receptivity detector to personalize timing.
The receptivity detector is an extension of my work in interruptibility detection. This approach was validated in a deployment to
30 participants for four weeks in the Spring of 2019. I found that SleepU improved the participants’ sleep duration, time in bed,
adherence to the sleep recommendations, and motivation to improve their sleep. This combined approach overcomes previous
limitations in AI personalization by using receptivity as amechanism for proactively reminding of treatment. Tomy knowledge, this
work would be the first to demonstrate that this combined approach results in a statistically significant improvement of several
outcomes (e.g., primary health outcome, adherence, andmotivation) in anmHealth intervention. This work was supported by the
2017 Digital Health Fellowship (USD$75k) from the Center for Machine Learning andHealth (CMLH) and is currently in submission
to UBICOMP 2021.

Following these successful results, I was invited by CMLH to submit a full proposal developing further these personalization meth-
ods. This proposal is currently under submission and I describe it inmy future research section. Also, as a result of this personaliza-
tion project, I received the 2019 Microsoft Dissertation Grant, which allowed me to deploy a more extensive study (n=80). In this
study, participants interacted for six weeks with a slightly modified versions of the SleepU app used to test in detail the different
personalization effects. This study started March 2nd of 2020, only a week before the pandemic-lockdown in Pennsylvania started.
Preliminary results show that there was no significant change in sleep measures due to the intervention. Changes in the way par-
ticipants interacted with their phones and pandemic-induced attitudes towards sleep explain this null result. I will be publishing
these findings as guidelines for the adaptation ofmobile health interventions for a pandemic. This is very important for the current
and future pandemics; Considering that the conditions favorable for the development of zoonotic diseases that cause pandemics
like deforestation and urbanization [5, 14] are still present [4] and not projected to improve, the occurrence of the next pandemic is
only a matter of time. In the next section, I will describe my future research and how these preliminary results informed it.

Future Research Agenda

As a faculty member, my research agenda will continue to revolve around mobile health and wellness. I want to explore more
aspects of personalization like the language style used to communicate with the patient. I’m also interesting in the interaction of
language style with contextual factors and its effect on intervention outcomes.

I’m also interested in continuing my research in sensing emotions like stress, depression, and anxiety from physiological sensor
data, smartphone usage, and speech. I believe that due to recent advances in transfer-learning and self-supervised learning, it is
not possible to create emotion detectors from very small amounts of labeled as it is typical from most deployments. The next is
only a handful of the most concrete research ideas I have, including a research grant that has been short-listed for full proposal
submission by CMLH:

BEYONDRECEPTIVITYUnusual events (e.g., thepandemic) affects thewaypeople interactwith their electronic devices, rendering
useless pre-trained models to detect receptivity. Training new or updating models although possible does not work very well[17]
and requires at least a couple of weeks of data [12]. In the pandemic scenario, even the receptivity concept that hinges around
discovering opportunistic states may be unfeasible. To overcome this challenge, the AI personalizing timing of treatment may
need to try different communication channels (chatbots, SMS, phone call, social networks, email). For this project, I would like to
explore multi-device (phone, wearable, desktop) receptivity detection andmulti-channel health interventions. Themain goal is to
discover which device and channel work best for each patient using minimal data or feedback. Another important aspect of this
project is the study of the effect of context, based onmy own research it would be expected that some devices and channels have
higher treatment adherence depending on the time of day, activity and location of the participant.

LANGUAGE-STYLE The particular language-style used for communicating, has improved intervention outcomes in personalized
health interventions [21, 24]. There are many different language-styles (e.g., empathetic, authoritative, supportive); however, figur-
ing out the one that works best for each individual is time-consuming and current approaches rely on the response to question-
naires, which limits adaptation. In this project, I want to develop methods for the automatic adaptation of tone based on health
outcomes and context. I envision mobile health interventions that learn over time which language-style works better and how
context (e.g., time-of-day, weekend vs. weekday) or intervention specific measures (e.g., motivation) affect health outcomes. For
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example, for lowmotivation, empathetic messages could work better, while authoritative messages may be more effective at high
motivation levels.

IMPROVING CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION FOR CANCER SURVIVORS There are an estimated 17 million cancer survivors in
the United States [16]. Cancer survivors are more likely than healthy adults to exhibit [11] late effects of treatment that negatively
impact cardiometabolic health. Recent reviews found that physical activity (PA) decreased all-cause and cancer-specific mortality
in individuals diagnosed with breast, colorectal, or prostate cancer [15]. Despite these advantages, cancer survivors’ adherence to
PA recommendations is low [1]. In this project, the leading hypothesis is that personalizing PA interventions using AI and sensors
will improve adherence toPA among cancer survivors. I’m thePI of this researchproposal, currently under submission at the Center
for Machine Learning and Health (USD$300K). I was invited to submit this proposal after presenting my personalization work. This
work is a collaboration with Carissa Low and Robert Kraut.

I firmly believe, my research experience in data collection and analysis from behavioral studies, applied machine learning to infer
mental states, and experience deploying mobile health interventions in the real world, puts me in a unique position to lead and
contribute to research efforts both in industry and academia.
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